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Seemingly Persons Controlling 

for The Fictional VolunTier Project  

 

by goura fotadar 

date typed up: 9217 

Inspired by not just the … ; so and by the experience of dating a guy I was dating; who kept trying to get 

me arrested not understand[-ing] that he and not I was-is a non-reformed criminal. The police ware on 

his call turned to his call on me; how convenient. Still facing prison for another’s crime; look at the 

officers around.  

date worked on: 11.2.16 

In a term of injustice; The Severity of Consequence  

The hypo-thetical 

Scenarios 

Of 
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Real Life:  

tag[s]: policy, criminology  

If you need the funds; and 

somebody has the funds; 

and especially for there maybe another 

way-out: of this situation  

tag, theme: la secret enemie 

Product appearance; citation; secret deodorant  

Theme; cited:  peter pan theme, book  

Left-out: cited: p.a. library cited title/author: 

A fearsome 

Doubt / Charles Todd  

tag[s]: abstract + philosophical mumbo  

secret enemie’ way-out (of) situation:  

Where semi-colors meet division 

Signs which meet slashes 

perhaps you have the 

Funds, and are willing to 

Give to those that need the 

funds; the funds but there’s a “secret enemie” around 

who doesn’t want you to give hopefully your 

availability to those who need it. Perhaps, 

An enemy to you (at least?) both. Instead of finding another 

Way to deliver your availability you might start 

tag[s]: enemy doesn’t always mean paranoid theory; and even van; paranoid theory doesn’t mean no 

information aka intel  
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to “suffer” akin-to who 

needed the fund/availability.  

(citation) theme (music)  : Bocelli & Brightman “deliverance”  

The “person(s)” seemingly “controlling” the 

a.f. may not have been 

the earner of such; 

a.f. but in the 

potential hostility of the situation  

those with a.f. may not be able to “perceive” clearly; 

in any case; with a.f. and in deed of a.f. would have much a more 

in common. Though be “placed” further apart than and with respect 

to their location closeness to seemingly “persons” “controlling” 

How would you/might you end up in jail? 

Tag.Line: * theme (a sport marker restaurant): Join (cited;) Lobster! 

*contact (cited;) safelink : to block (kidnapped)relatives’ number[s] 

due to severity of violent messages left on v-mail.  

 

Writing theme: He says I stole my phone; because he stole his[how to find out?]; but I say 

my phone was r,fee.  

Economically: Working, how to erase r, fee. P. Wealth.  

theme music citation: N. Furtado Spirit Indestructible [i.e. again?] 


